
IN THE UNITED STATES DISTRICT COURT 

FOR THE EASTERN DISTRICT OF TEXAS 

MARSHALL DIVISION 

 

MULTIPLAYER NETWORK 
INNOVATIONS, LLC, 

                               Plaintiff, 
 
v. 
 
ZTE CORPORATION and 
ZTE (USA), INC., 
 
                               Defendants. 
 

 
 

Civil Action No. ___________ 
 
 
JURY TRIAL DEMANDED 
 
 
 
 
 

ORIGINAL COMPLAINT FOR PATENT INFRINGEMENT 

Plaintiff Multiplayer Network Innovations, LLC (“MNI” or “Plaintiff”), by and 

through its counsel, for its complaint against Defendants ZTE Corporation, ZTE (USA), 

Inc. (collectively, “Defendants” or “ZTE”), alleges as follows: 

BACKGROUND 

1. MNI holds U.S. Patent No. 5,618,045 (the, “MNI patent” or the, “‘045 

patent”), a patent invented by Dr. Michael Kagan and Ian Solomon. 

2. Dr. Kagan is a noted scholar and inventor.  He holds a PhD in chemistry 

from Hebrew University in Jerusalem and is the author of numerous books and journal 

articles relating to technology, chemistry, and religion.  Dr. Kagan’s articles have been 

published in the journals including Nature and the Journal of Medicinal Chemistry. 

3. Dr. Kagan is the inventor of ten United States patents. 

4. Ian Solomon is an inventor and entrepreneur who is the co-founder of 

medical device makers SteadyMed Therapeutics, Inc. and Aespira Ltd. 

5. During the mid-1990’s, Dr. Kagan and Mr. Solomon conceived of a way 

for electronic devices to communicate with one another for the playing of computer 

games. 
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6. Dr. Kagan and Mr. Solomon’s idea was conceived in part against the 

backdrop of the conflict in the Middle East.  The idea was to use wirelessly connected 

gaming devices to open up channels of communication between people with divergent 

views. 

7. Among Dr. Kagan and Mr. Solomon’s inventions are inventions relating 

to the use of a device to enable two or more people to play a game over a wireless 

network. 

8. Dr. Kagan and Mr. Solomon’s inventions have useful applications to fields 

such as video gaming hardware and software, smartphone hardware and software, and 

casino gaming hardware and software, among others. 

9. Leading technology companies including Microsoft Corporation, Apple, 

Inc., Intel Corporation, Google Corporation, and Samsung Electronics Co. Ltd. have cited 

the MNI patent numerous times. 

10. Over 325 issued United States patents cite the MNI patent. 

11. Plaintiff is the owner by assignment of the MNI patent.  The MNI patent is 

entitled “Interactive Multiple Player Game System and Method of Playing A Game 

Between at Least Two Players.”  The MNI patent issued on April 8, 1997, based on a 

patent application filed on February 8, 1995.  A true and correct copy of the MNI patent 

is attached hereto as Exhibit A. 

PARTIES 

12. Plaintiff is a Texas limited liability company. 

13. On information and belief, ZTE Corporation is a corporation organized 

and existing under the laws of the People's Republic of China with its principal place of 

business at ZTE Plaza, Keji Road South, Hi-Tech Industrial Park, Nanshan District, 

Shenzhen, Guangdong Province, P.R. China 518057. 

14. On information and belief, ZTE (USA), Inc. is a New Jersey corporation 

with a principal place of business at 2425 North Central Expressway, Suite 600, 
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Richardson, Texas 75080.  ZTE (USA), Inc. may be served with process via its registered 

agent, Jing Li, 2425 North Central Expressway, Suite 323, Richardson, Texas 75080. 

JURISDICTION AND VENUE 

15. This action arises under the patent laws of the United States, Title 35 of 

the United States Code.  Accordingly, this Court has subject matter jurisdiction under 28 

U.S.C. §§ 1331 and 1338(a). 

16. This Court has personal jurisdiction over Defendants because, among 

other reasons, Defendants have established minimum contacts with the forum state of 

Texas.  Defendants, directly and/or through third-party intermediaries, make, use, import, 

offer for sale, and/or sell products within the state of Texas, and particularly within the 

Eastern District of Texas.  Thus, Defendants have purposefully availed themselves of the 

benefits of doing business in the State of Texas and the exercise of jurisdiction over 

Defendants would not offend traditional notions of fair play and substantial justice. 

17. Venue is proper in this District under 28 U.S.C. §§ 1391 (b)-(c) and 

1400(b) because Defendants are subject to personal jurisdiction in this District, have 

transacted business in this district and have committed acts of patent infringement in this 

district. 

COUNT I 

(Infringement of U.S. Patent No. 5,618,045) 

18. Plaintiff MNI realleges and incorporates by reference paragraphs 1-17 

above, as if fully set forth herein. 

19. Defendants make, use, sell, and offer for sale in the United States products 

and/or services for multiplayer gaming. 

20. Defendants have infringed and continue to infringe the MNI patent by, 

among other things, making, using, offering for sale, and/or selling multiple player game 

systems and/or services covered by one or more claims of the MNI patent.  Such products 

and/or services include, by way of example and without limitation, ZTE Score and ZTE 
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Flash lines of smartphones and the ZTE Optik line of tablets, the use of which are 

covered by one or more claims of the MNI patent, including but not limited to claim 1.  

By making, using, offering for sale, and/or selling such products and services covered by 

one or more claims of the MNI patent, Defendants have injured MNI and are liable to 

MNI for infringement of the MNI patent pursuant to 35 U.S.C. § 271(a). 

21. To the extent applicable, the requirements of 35 U.S.C. § 287(a) have been 

met with respect to the '045 patent. 

22. As a result of Defendants' infringement of the '045 patent, MNI has 

suffered monetary damages. MNI seeks an award of damages in an amount adequate to 

compensate for Defendants' infringement, but in no event less than a reasonable royalty 

for the use made of the invention by Defendants, together with interest and costs as fixed 

by the Court. 

PRAYER FOR RELIEF 

Plaintiff respectfully requests the following relief from this Court: 

A. A judgment that Defendants have infringed one or more claims of the '045 

patent; 

B. An award of damages resulting from Defendants' acts of infringement in 

accordance with 35 U.S.C. § 284; 

C. A judgment and order requiring Defendants to provide accountings and to 

pay supplemental damages to MNI, including, without limitation, prejudgment and post-

judgment interest; and 

D. Any and all other relief to which MNI may show itself to be entitled.  

JURY TRIAL DEMANDED 

Pursuant to Rule 38 of the Federal Rules of Civil Procedure, Plaintiff requests a 

trial by jury of any issues so triable by right. 
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Dated:  August 6, 2014 

 

 

 
 

Respectfully submitted, 
 

 

/s/ Elizabeth L. DeRieux   

S. Calvin Capshaw  

TX Bar No. 03783900 

Elizabeth L. DeRieux  

TX Bar No. 05770585 

D. Jeffrey Rambin  

TX Bar No. 00791478 

CAPSHAW DERIEUX, LLP 

114 E. Commerce Ave. 

Gladewater, Texas 75647 

Telephone: 903-236-9800 

Facsimile: 903-236-8787 

E-mail: ccapshaw@capshawlaw.com 

E-mail: ederieux@capshawlaw.com 

E-mail: jrambin@capshawlaw.com 

 

Of Counsel: 

Marc A. Fenster,  

CA SB No. 181067 

Dorian S. Berger  

CA SB No. 264424 

Daniel P. Hipskind 

CA SB No. 266763 

RUSS AUGUST & KABAT 

12424 Wilshire Boulevard 12
th

 Floor 

Los Angeles, California 90025 

Telephone: 310-826-7474 

Facsimile: 310-826-6991 

E-mail: mfenster@rawklaw.com 

E-mail: dberger@raklaw.com 

E-mail: dhipskind@raklaw.com 

 

Attorneys for Plaintiff, 

Multiplayer Network Innovations, LLC 
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United States Patent [19] [11] Patent Number: 5,618,045

Kagan et al. [45] Date of Patent: Apr. 8, 1997

[54] INTERACTIVE MULTIPLE PLAYER GAME 5,098, 110 3/1992 Yang 273/438

SYSTEM AND METHOD OF PLAYING A FOREIGN PATENT DOCUMENTS
GAME BETWEEN AT LEAST TWO
PLAYERS 4237603 5/1994 Germany 273/416

[76] Inventors: Michael Kagan, 22 Bruria St., Primary Examiner—Paul E. Shapiro
Jerusalem 93184, Israel; Ian Solomon, Attorney, Agent, or Firm—Mark M. Friedman

10 Shlomo Zemach, Yafe Nof, [57] ABSTRACT
Jerusalem 96190, Israel

An interactive multiple player game system including at

least two playing devices communicating over an ad-hoc,
[21] Appl. No.: 385,485 wireless, all-to-all broadcast network. A playing device

[22] Filed: Feb. 8, 1995 includes a processor for running a game scenario common to
all of the playing devices within the network, a player

[51] Int. OP A63F 9/24 controlled interface for enabling a player action within the
[52] U.S. Cl. 463/40 game scenario, a transmitter for transmitting the player
[58] Field of Search 273/453, 433-438, action over the network, a receiver for receiving player

273/859, 416 actions from other playing devices transmitting over the
network, and a display for displaying at least a portion of the

[56] References Cited game scenario. The interactive multiple player game system
can further include a play station device and an interface

U.S. PATENT DOCUMENTS
apparatus for. interfacing between the play station device

4,521,014 6/1985 Sitick 273/439 and the playing devices.
4,924,216 5/1990 Leung 273/438 X
5,048,831 9/1991 Sides 273/85 G 10 Claims, 3 Drawing Sheets
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INTERACTIVE MULTIPLE PLAYER GAME According to a still further feature of the present inven-
SYSTEM AND METHOD OF PLAYING A tion, a playing device transmits the player action at a

GAME BETWEEN AT LEAST TWO pre-determined interval within a transmission cycle of the
PLAYERS system.

5 According to a yet still further feature of the present
invention, the display of each of the at least two playing

FIELD AND BACKGROUND OF THE devices displays a different portion of the game scenario.
INVENTION

There is also provided according to the teachings of the
The present invention relates to electronic games in present invention, an interactive multiple player game sys-

general and in particular to interactive multiple player game
10 tem comprising: (a) a play station device including an

systems which are designed to be played by two or more interface apparatus; and (b) at least one playing device
players. communicating with the interface apparatus over an ad-hoc,

The art of electronic game systems is well developed, wireless, all-to-all broadcast network, a playing device

Several recent notable developments include the develop- 15
including: (i) a processor for running a game scenario

ment of multiple player game systems, enabling two players common to the at least one playing device and the play
to play against each other on hand-held game devices by station device; (ii) a player controlled interface for enabling
physically connecting the two game devices, and the like, a player action within the game scenario; (iii) a transmitter

In particular, US Pat. No. 5, 159,549 to Hallman et,
connected to the player controlled interface, the transmitter

altransmitting the player action over the network; (iv) aentitled "Multiple Player Game Data Processing System 20 receiver connected to the processor, the receiver receivingwith Wager Accounting" describes a multiple player betting
system in which a central processing unit controls a number

instructions from at least the play station device transmitting
over the network; and (v) a display for displaying at least aof player stations to which it is connected by wires. The CPU

receives data on an interrupt basis from each of the player portion of the game scenario.

According to a further feature ofthe present invention, thestations and regulates the ordered play among competitors. 25
The CPU is responsive to the data for indicating a winner, playing device includes a clock and the play station device

calculating the accumulated point total or wealth of each of includes a clock, the clock of the play station device being
the players and the like, synchronized with the clock of the playing device.

Also, U.S. Pat. No. 5,136,644 to Audebert et al., entitled According to a still further feature of the present inven-

"Portable Electronic Device For Use in Conjunction with a 30 tion, the playing device transmits the player action at a

pre-determined interval within a transmission cycle of theScreen", describes a portable device for enabling player
interaction with a program on a screen, typically a television system.
screen. The program can be a televised broadcast, provided According to a yet still further feature of the present
by a computer terminal, a telecommunication terminal, or invention, the display of the at least one playing device
other similar terminal. 35 displays a portion of the game scenario associated with the

There remains a need for an interactive multiple player playing device.

game system designed to be played by two or more players There is also provided according to the teachings of the
each playing on a playing device in wireless communication present invention, a method for playing an interactive mul-
with other playing devices. tiple player game between at least two players, comprising

40 the steps of: (a) establishing an ad-hoc, wireless, all-to-all
broadcast network between at least two playing devices; (b)

SUMMARY OF THE INVENTION providing a game scenario common to all of the at least two

The object of the present invention is to provide an playing devices; (c) enabling a player action by each player
within the game scenario; (d) transmitting player actionsinteractive multiple player game system and a method 45 over the network; (e) receiving player actions transmittedtherefore in which two or more players, each playing on
over the network; and (f) displaying at least a portion of thetheir own playing device in wireless communication with

the other playing devices, can participate in a game scenario game scenario.

common to all the playing devices. BRIEF DESCRIPTION OF THE DRAWINGS

Hence, there is provided according to the teachings of the 50 The invention is herein described, by way of example
present invention, an interactive multiple player game sys- only, with reference to the accompanying drawings, in
tern comprising at least two playing devices communicating which similar reference numbers have been employed
over an ad-hoc, wireless, all-to-all broadcast network, a throughout to designate corresponding parts, wherein:
playing device including: (a) a processor for running a game FIG. 1 shows a schematic view of an interactive multiplescenario common to all of the at least two playing devices; 55 player game system constructed and operative according to(b) a player controlled interface for enabling a player action
within the game scenario; (c) a transmitter connected to the the teachings of the present invention;

player controlled interface, the transmitter transmitting the FIG. 2 shows a block diagram of one of the playing
player action over the network; (d) a receiver connected to devices of the interactive multiple player game system of
the processor, the receiver receiving player actions from the 60 FIG. 1;
at least one other playing device transmitting over the FIG. 3 shows a schematic view of an interactive multiple
network; and (e) a display for displaying at least a portion of player game system including a play station device and at
the game scenario, least one of the playing devices constructed and operative

According to a further feature of the present invention, a according to the teachings of the present invention; and

playing device further includes a clock, the clock of a second 65 FIGS. 4a-4d show exemplary transmission packets trans-

playing device being synchronized with the clock of a first mitted by playing devices of the system during a playing
playing device. session.
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DETAILED DESCRIPTION OF THE player game system 10. It should be readily understood that
PREFERRED EMBODIMENT processor 18 of each playing device 12, 14 and 16 runs the

same game scenario within a game session. Typical gamesThe present invention is for an interactive multiple player include, but are not limited to, sport games, managementgame system for two or more players and a method for
5 simulation games, psychological group games/tests, and the

playing an interactive multiple game between at least two
like.players.

The "player action" as effected by player controlledThe principles of the system and method of the present interface 20 is determined by the type of game scenarioinvention may be better understood with reference to the
being run by processor 18. Hence, a player action can be thedrawings and the accompanying description.

to manipulation of a playing piece in a sport game. Alterna-Briefly stated, the interactive multiple player game system.tively, a player action can be a business decision, forof the present invention involves dynamically establishing example, purchasing and selling stock, allocating resources
an ad-hoc wireless local area network (LAN) between a

to projects, and the like in a management simulation game.group of playing devices. Each playing device includes a

player controlled interface for enabling a player action Player controlled interface 20 is implemented to enable a

within a game scenario common to all the playing devices. 15 player action suitable for the type of game scenario being
Each playing device also includes a display for the display- run by processor 18. Hence, in the case of sports and the like,
ing at least a portion of the game scenario. In other words, player controlled interface 20 includes either a joystick or

notwithstanding that the game scenario is common to all the buttons enabling movement of a playing piece within a game
playing devices, the image on the displays of different scenario. In the case of management simulation games,
playing devices may differ. 20 player controlled interface 20 can include a numeric keypad,

It is a particular feature of the present invention that the selection buttons for selecting one option from a number of
ad-hoc wireless LAN establishes an "all-to-all" broadcast options and the like.
network such that all the playing devices have full informa- Furthermore, player controlled interface 20 preferably
tion regarding the player actions of the other playing devices includes a JOIN button for either initiating an ad-hoc LAN
participating in the broadcast network. Therefore, in sum-

25
or issuing a request to join an ad-hoc LAN in the process of

mary, the broadcast network enables an information transfer being formed, a GAME selection button for issuing a vote

protocol satisfying the following conditions: First, that each as to which game should be played by players participating
playing device participating in the broadcast network trans- in a game session, a TEAM selection button for issuing a

mits transmission packets receivable by all the other playing request as to which team a player would like to play on and
devices participating in the network. Second, that each 30

a FIRE button for issuing a command to fire, kick a ball, and
playing device participating in the broadcast network the like.
receives the transmission packets issued by the other playing Display 26 displays at least a portion of the game scenario
devices participating in the network. Third, that each playing being rim by processor 18. The game scenario can be a
device can identify the transmission packets of the playing, playing area in the event that the game scenario is a sport,
devices participating in the network. And lastly, that the rate charts and figures in the event that the game scenario is a
of information transfer is such that a player perceives a management simulation game, and the like. In all cases, a
real-time game scenario. Typically, a minimum display player can identify his "playing piece" in the team game
refresh rate of 10 screens per second is required to ensure scenario where his playing piece be a basketball player, a
that a player perceives a real-time game scenario.

40 profit and loss account, and the like. Furthermore, a player
Referring now to the drawings, FIG. 1 depicts an inter- can identify which playing pieces are assigned to the same

active multiple player game system, generally designated team in a game scenario.
10, constructed and operative according to the teachings of In the present case, display 26 displays three playing
the present invention. In this case, multiple player game pieces denoted A, B and C corresponding to playing pieces
system 10 includes three playing devices 12, 14 and 16 45 of playing devices 12, 14 and 16, respectively. It should be
implemented as either hand-held, head-mounted or table-top noted that although playing pieces A, B and C all participate
devices. Each of playing devices 12, 14 and 16 communi- in a game scenario common to all three playing devices 12,
cates with the other playing devices over a temporary or 14 and 16, the display 26 of each of playing devices 12, 14
ad-hoc wireless Local Area Network (LAN) initiated by one and 16 can display a different portion of the game scenario
of playing devices 12, 14 and 16. The communication can be

50 depending o the location or perspective of its playing piece
achieved by either short-range radio communication, infra- within the game scenario.
red communication, ultra-sonic communication, and the For the sake of exposition, and without in any waylike, as known in the art.

limiting the scope of the present invention, a suitable game
With reference now to FIG. 2, each playing device, in this scenario is one in which each player is playing alone or

case, playing device 12 includes the following units: First, a 55 against other players, for example, in a multi-player PacMan
processor 18 for running a game scenario. Second, a player game in which each player tries to acquire as many points as
controlled interface 20 for enabling a player action within possible by eating food while avoiding being eaten by a
the game scenario. Third, a transmitter 22 for transmitting monster. The monster is moved by processor 18 of each
transmission packets to the other playing devices, in this, playing device 12, 14 and 16 in the same fashion while each
case, playing devices 14 and 16, participating in the net- 60 player moves his own playing piece about the maze using
work. Fourth, a receiver 24 for receiving transmission player controlled interface 20. Extra rules relating to the
packets transmitted by other playing devices, in this case, multi-player aspect of interactive multiple player game
playing devices 14 and 16, participating in the network. And system 10 include enabling two or more players to kill the
lastly, a display 26 for displaying at least a portion of the monster if the players are located within a pre-determined
game scenario. 65 distance from the monster and the players press their FIRE

Processor 18 includes software for running at least one buttons, enabling playing pieces to freely cross each other,
game scenario suitable to be played on interactive multiple and the like.
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Alternatively, another suitable game scenario is one in the data transfer protocol of interactive multiple player game
which players play in teams, for example, in five-a-side system 10 preferably employs a 3-byte transmission packet
basketball. The players participating in a game session can in which the first byte is used as a synchronization byte
play against a team generated by interactive multiple player (SYN), the second byte is used as a station number identifier
game system 10, a team automatically selected from the pool 5 byte (ID) and the third byte is used as a command byte
of available players by interactive multiple player game (CMD).
system 10, a team selected by the players themselves. In the Setting up the ad-hoc network of interactive multiple
instance that an odd number of players have selected to play player game system 10 is as follows: A player presses the
a two team game scenario, interactive multiple player game JOIN button on his playing device, say playing device 12,
system 10 can provide an additional player so as to balance 10 thereby initiating a transmission cycle of system 10. Playing
the numbers of players in each team. Still again, in the event device 12 listens during the period of the transmission cyclethat there are not enough players to man two five-a-side

so as to determine whether any other playing device is
teams, interactive multiple player game system 10 can currently transmitting a transmission packet. Assuming that
provide additional players as required.

no other playing devices are transmitting, playing device 12
With reference now to FIG. 3, interactive multiple player 15 determines that it is the first playing device of interactive

game system 10 can also include other devices participating multiple player game system 10.
in the network set up between playing devices 12, 14 and 16.

Playing device 12 then transmits a transmission packet inSuch devices can include a large display, TV interface, PC
the next transmission cycles in which the ID byte is assignedinterface, and the like. In particular, interactive multiple the value of 1 indicating that playing device 12 is the firstplayer game system 10 can include a play station device 28,

for example, as commercially available from Sega, enabling 20 playing device of system 10 and the CMD byte is assigned
a game scenario to be displayed on a TV screen 30. In this the value of 1 indicating that an ad-hoc LAN is in the process

case, system 10 requires an interface apparatus 32 for ofbeing formed. Hence, as shown in FIG. 4b, playing device

interfacing between play station device 28 and one or more
12 transmits a SYN 1 1 transmission packet during each

of playing devices 12, 14 and 16. Interface apparatus 32 transmission cycle of system 10.

typically includes processor 18, transmitter 20 and receiver 25 Playing device 12 continues to transmit the SYN 1 1
24 as described hereinabove with reference to playing transmission packet during each transmission cycle period
device 12. Preferably, play station device 28 can perform for a pre-determined time period, say, 15 seconds. Ifno other
other functions, for example, as an umpire in a game playing devices join the ad-hoc network which playing
scenario being played between playing devices 12, 14 and device 12 is attempting to establish, then playing device 12
16. 30 displays a NO PLAY message on its display to the player.

The preferred data transfer protocol of interactive mul- Assuming a second player playing on his playing device,
tiple player game system 10 is now described with reference say playing device 14, wishes to play with the first player
to FIG. 4. It should be noted that the following description playing on playing device 12, he presses the JOIN button on

is limited to the setting up of an ad-hoc LAN between 35
playing device 14. Playing device 14 listens so as to deter-

playing devices 12, 14 and 16, commencing a game session, mine whether any other playing device is transmitting. In

playing a game scenario, and terminating a game session. this case, playing device 14 detects that playing device 12
The following description does not include more advanced has transmitted a SYN 11 transmission packet and therefore
features of interactive multiple player game system 10 such determines that it is the second playing device of interactive
as selecting a game to be played during a game session, 40

multiple player game system 10.

assigning players to a team, and other features. Thereafter, playing device 14 synchronizes its clock by
For the sake of example, the following parameters of the the SYN byte of the SYN 11 transmission packet ofplaying

data transfer protocol of interactive multiple player game device 12 and transmits its transmission packet in the next

session 10 are employed: First, that the refresh rate of transmission cycles in which the ID byte is assigned the

system 10 is 10 flames per second. In other words, interac- 45 value of 2 indicating that playing device 14 is the second
tive multiple player game system 10 has a "transmission playing device of system 10 and the CMD byte is assigned
cycle" of 0.10 second duration. Second, that the information the value of 1 indicating that an ad-hoc LAN is in the process
transfer bit rate is 4,800 bits per second (bps) equivalent at of being formed. Hence, playing device 14 transmits a SYN
8 bits per byte to 600 bytes per second. In other words, 60 2 1 transmission packet. As can be readily seen in FIG. 4c,
bytes of information can be transmitted during each trans- 50 playing device 14 transmits its SYN 2 1 transmission packet
mission cycle of interactive multiple player game system 10. after the 1 byte inter transmission packet gap left after the
Each playing device 12, 14 and 16 transmits a three byte SYN 11 transmission packet transmitted by playing device
transmission packet described hereinbelow and there is 12.

preferably a one byte gap between transmission packets such The above process occurs for as many playing devices as

that, in the case of interactive multiple player game system 55 wishing to participate in a playing session up to a maximum
10, a maximum number of 15 players can participate in a of 15 playing devices. For the set-up of interactive multiple
game session. player game system 10 shown, in FIG. 1, each transmission

As described hereinabove, each playing device is required cycle of system 10 includes three transmission packets: SYN
to receive full information regarding the actions taken by all 11, SYN 2 1 and SYN 3 1.

the other playing devices before refreshing its display. To 60 After a pre-determined period of time, playing device 12
ensure that there is no cross talk between transmissions of initiates a game session by changing the CMD byte to 0 from
different playing devices, the transmissions of the playing 1 so as to indicate to playing devices 14 and 16 that a game
devices are preferably staggered along a transmission cycle is about to start in the next transmission cycle of interactive
at predetermined intervals. This is achieved by synchroniz- multiple player game system 10. It should be noted that after
ing the transmissions between the playing devices such that 65 establishment of the transmission sequence of playing
each playing device transmits at a pre-determined time devices 12, 14 and 16, each transmission packet may include
during the transmission cycle. Hence, as shown in FIG. 4a, just the CMD byte as will become apparent hereinbelow.
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Thereafter, each playing device 12, 14 and 16 transmits a (a) a play station device including an interface apparatus
transmission packet in turn during the next transmission and a play station clock; and
cycles of interactive multiple player game system 10 in (b) at least one playing device communicating with said
which the CMD byte reflects the moves of their respective interface apparatus over an ad-hoc, wireless, all-to-all
playing pieces A, B and C taken by each of the players. 5 broadcast network, a playing device including:Assuming that codes of the CMD byte include instructions
such as UP (2), DOWN (3), LEFT (4) and RIGHT (5)(i) a processor for running a game scenario common to

said at least one playing device and said play stationtypical transmission packets from playing devices 12, 14
and 16 can be as shown in FIG. 4d, namely: SYN 1 2, SYN device;
2 2, SYN 3 3; SYN 1 2, SYN 2 3, SYN 3 3; SYN 1 5, SYN 10 (ii) a player controlled interface for enabling a player
2 3, SYN 3 1 and so on.

action within said game scenario;
(iii) a transmitter connected to said player controlledProcessor 18 of each of playing devices 12, 14 and 16

terminates the game session according to a pre-determined interface, said transmitter transmitting said player
set of rules according to the game scenario in question. action over said network;

While the invention has been described with respect to a
15 (iv) a receiver connected to said processor, said

limited number of embodiments, it will be appreciated that
receiver receiving instructions from at least said play

many variations, modifications and other applications of the station device transmitting over said network;
invention may be made. (v) a display for displaying at least a portion of said

game scenario; andWhat is claimed is:
1. An interactive multiple player game system comprising

20 (vi) a playing device clock, said play station clock
at least two playing devices communicating over an ad-hoc, being synchronized with said playing device clock.

wireless, all-to-all broadcast network, a playing device 6. (Amended) The system as in claim 5 wherein said

including: transmitter transmits said player action at a pre-determined
(a) a processor for running a game scenario common to all 25

interval within a transmission cycle of the system.
of said at least two playing devices; 7. The system as in claim 5 wherein said display of said

at least one playing device displays a portion of said game(b) a player controlled interface for enabling a player
action within said game scenario; scenario associated with said playing device.

8. A method for playing an interactive multiple player(c) a transmitter connected to said player controlled
between at least two players, comprising the steps of:interface, said transmitter transmitting said player 30 game

action over said network; (a) establishing an ad-hoc, wireless, all-to-all broadcast

(d) a receiver connected to said processor, said receiver network between at least two playing devices;
receiving player actions from said at least one other (b) providing a game scenario common to all of the at

playing device transmitting over said network; least two playing devices;
(e) a display for displaying at least a portion of said game

35 (c) enabling a player action by each player within the
scenario; and game scenario;

(f) a clock, said clock of a second playing device being (d) transmitting player actions over the network;
synchronized with said clock of a first playing device. (e) receiving player actions transmitted over the network;2. The system as in claim 1 wherein said transmitter 40 (f) displaying at least a portion of the game scenario; andtransmits said player action at a pre-determined interval

within a transmission cycle of the system. (g) synchronizing a clock of a second playing device to a

3. The system as in claim 1 wherein said display of each clock of a first playing device.
of said at least two playing devices displays a different 9. The method as in claim 8 wherein a playing device
portion of said game scenario, transmits the player action at a pre-determined interval45

4. The system as in claim 1 further comprising a play within a transmission cycle of the system.
station device and an interface apparatus for interfacing 10. The method as in claim 8 wherein the display of each
between said play station device and said at least two of the at least two playing devices displays a different
playing devices, portion of the game scenario.

5. An interactive multiple player game system compris-
ing:
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